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Users

   Commercial (SME) banks
   Microfinance institutions
   Insurance companies
   Leasing companies 
   Pay-as-you-go providers
   Mobile operators
   Digital marketplaces and ecosystems

FS Rate_360 in a nutshell

   Automated rating solution for financial institutions
   Web-based and highly customizable
   Supports various rating profiles and versioning
   User rights management, data storage and export
   Unlocks business potential and reduces risk 
exposure 

About Frankfurt School

   Full-fledged private university based in Frankfurt 
am Main / Germany

  Leading business school in Europe
  Bachelor, Master and PhD programmes
  Executive and online eduaction
   International Advisory Services - consultancy, 
development and education

  World-wide coverage with several regional offices

Impacts

   Supports loan underwriting and reduces 
risks of loan defaults

   Improved efficiency by saving time and 
resources compared to manual processes

   Secure data storage for further analysis
   Enhanced customer experience, as loan 
decisions are made more quickly and 
efficiently

   Reduced operational costs from streamlined 
processes

   Overcomes all limitations from decentral 
solutions such as MS Excel

   Outstanding customer experience; intuitive 
handling

Features

   Web-based and secure
   Easy and intuitive creation and hosting of rating 
profiles

   All rating types, incl. Borrower Rating,  
Facility Rating, ESG Rating

   Flexible in rating criteria and weights
   Various user profiles
   Full data storage and extraction
   Customer and rating assignment per user
   Fully customizable in terms of design
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Benefits
FS Rate_360 is your gateway to a more efficient and 
agile credit risk assessment process. By seamlessly 
integrating financial and non-financial data from 
diverse sources, it lets you customize rating profiles 
tailored to your unique business requirements. This 
means more precise lending decisions and greater 
adaptability.
With web-based accessibility, your team can work 
collaboratively from any location, reducing the 
complexity of software installations. FS Rate_360 
empowers you to effortlessly manage data, 
ensuring you have the most current information at 
your fingertips.
User rights management guarantees data security 
and privacy, while the tool's ability to provide 
accurate credit risk assessments allows you to make 
more informed lending decisions.
Say goodbye to Excel and usher in a new era of 
precision and efficiency with FS Rate_360. Your 
lending capacity is set to soar, and customer 
satisfaction will follow suit.

Implementation
We're with you every step of the way. FS Rate_360 
offers a seamless, personalized implementation 
process. We work closely with you to design rating 
profiles that align perfectly with your needs. Our 
support ensures a smooth, safe installation of this 
web-based tool, and it becomes your exclusive 
asset. Your success is our priority, and we're here to 
make it happen. 

Capacity Building.
Our service includes a robust capacity building 
package that comprises comprehensive training. 
This covers not only the effective use of the tool but 
also its development and calibration.
With FS Rate_360, access to knowledge is effortless. 
Our tool is well-documented in both written and 
video formats, ensuring you have the resources you 
need at your convenience.
Our commitment goes beyond documentation – we 
provide comprehensive training to empower your 
team in using and maintaining the tool. Discover 
the power of FS Rate_360, where knowledge is a 
key asset for your institution's success.
 

Synopsis
FS Rate_360 is not just another credit rating tool; 
it's a powerful, web-based solution designed to 
simplify the credit rating process, promote easy 
data management, and give you full control over 
your rating profiles. With a strong emphasis on 
user-friendly features and high customization 
capabilities, FS Rate_360 is here to revolutionize your 
credit risk assessment workflow.

FS Rate_360 is all about putting you in the driver's 
seat of your credit rating process. With its user-friendly 
interface and robust customization options, you can 
streamline your credit risk assessment and enhance 
your lending decisions. Say hello to a new era of 
credit rating tools - say hello to FS Rate_360.
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